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President's Corner... 
 
Greetings LCKC Members! 
 
Our busy July show month is over. Both shows were a great success! 
Thanks to all our volunteers, exhibitors, and spectators. August is a nice 
break time, at least for LCKC sponsored events. Club members are 
keeping busy though with their own show season schedules. Hope all of 
you are out there getting points and titles! 
 
Most of you were able to check out the colored LCKC logo T-shirts we had 
for sale at our shows and trials. I will also be doing a special order of club 
logo merchandise/garments in September. Club members will be able to 
provide or order jackets, shirts, vests, etc., and we will put in an 
embroidery/silk screen order at Sport and Cycle. Stay tuned for the order 
process. 
 
Welcome to new club members Bonnie Price and Sherry Pavlich.  New 
members, feel free to jump in and volunteer for any and all activities. 
Again, new members were active volunteers at the Agility Trials. We look 
forward to seeing you at the monthly meetings. 
 
September is AKC Responsible Dog Ownership Month. The LCKC will be 
promoting Responsible Dog Ownership at the Farm Store Pet Fair on 
September 9th and at Woofstock on September 24th. We need a club 
member to volunteer to organize these two projects.  Please, someone 
step forward. It is not hard; you just have to be able to make the time 
commitment. Those of you who are interested in volunteering to be the 
lead person and those who can come part of the time (and bring your 
dogs), let me know, and I'll at least get the thing rolling. 
 
Remember to regularly check the club's website at 
www.lostcoastkennelclub.org for new items. Webmaster Jim keeps adding 
links. If you have any good ideas or links for the site, let me know. I have 
gotten several email inquiries from dog people who found us through the 
website! It is a great tool for communicating what our club is all about. 
 
Keep in mind that club elections are coming up.  Final nominations need 
to be in by the October meeting, with voting occurring at the November 
meeting. 
 
Hope to see everyone at the August meeting. 
 

                                                                            Michelle 
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JULY CONFORMATION, OBEDIENCE, RALLY WEEKEND 
 

(Photos courtesy of Alice Oliphant and Alice Symons) 
 

As reported in our last newsletter, our conformation/obedience/rally events were immensely enjoyed by all the 
exhibitors.  Over and over again throughout the weekend, people were remarking upon what a great and friendly 
group we were and how very much they enjoyed their experience with us.   
 
 

                               
 
 
One woman told how she always makes the looooong drive all the way up from Southern California  because she 
knows she can count on having a good time in Ferndale.  Others commented on how welcome they felt and how 
we somehow managed to provide an atmosphere more relaxing than they usually find at a conformation event.   
 
A group from the Bay Area with a large breed entry said they are already planning on next year and hope to bring 
even more people with them!  Still another competitor related how she always plans on coming up for our 
obedience trials here because of the guaranteed comfortable weather for herself and her dog.  And many, many 
mentioned how much they enjoyed the opportunity to watch and participate in Saturday's lure coursing.  
  
 

                                            
 
  
We had a last-minute change of food vendors, yet it turned out great.  (And the new food vendor has already been 
booked for next year.)  The merchandise vendors were interesting and varied in their offerings.  The weather was 
cool...well, almost downright cold.  And our raffle offerings were quite impressive.  All in all, a very successful 
weekend which now seems so long ago.   
 
We had so many spoken comments, so much verbal praise, but it was our agility trials three weeks later that 
brought WRITTEN pats on the back............. 
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LCKC 2006 AGILITY TRIALS 
 

(Photos courtesy of Alice Oliphant and Deb St. Myers, for additional photos go to the club website at www.lostcoastkennelclub.org) 
 
Thanks to Beverly Morgan Lewis for sharing a note sent to her and to our agility trial superintendent, Lorie Abbott, by a top 
agility competitor who has earned a lifetime achievement award in USDAA competition.  Following are excerpts... 
 

Dear Beverly and Lorie: 
 
I just wanted to let you know how much I enjoyed my day at the Lost Coast agility trial.  The venue was nice, the people 
friendly, the weather great.  Flint and I celebrated his MACH4 by sharing an ice cream cone in downtown Ferndale.  Then 
Pic celebrated his MXJ by going swimming with Alfredo's pack of BCs.  And I celebrated with a nice dinner overlooking the 
marina in Eureka.  
 
I had to ...drive home on Monday afternoon because Wes had left town, leaving Maddy, now enfeebled with heart and 
kidney disease, at home alone in anticipation of my return....  
 
I regretted that I couldn't come back on Monday.  I wanted to bask in the sun, and share Flint's AKC retirement with my 
corgi friend, Beverly, given that Angel and Flint were early comrades and I knew it would be a fun, small show.   
 
...Thanks for the gaily decorated MACH bar and the especially beautiful rosette.  I will treasure them. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                      Gail 

                  
 

                
    
And praise from the judge, too....  (e-mail sent to and shared by Beverly Morgan Lewis) 
 

Hi, Beverly! 
 
I had such a wonderful time this weekend!  What a fun trial and great folks!  The club did a great job with 
workers.  (Not to mention the weather....ah, so nice - I am now back in the Fresno inferno!)  I really want to come 
up there and compete and  vacation - what beautiful country. 
 
FAST is a blast!!!  I love that game! 
 
Also, please let Rose know that I REALLY enjoyed her company and her hospitality was great!  I would love 
spending more time with her seeing the area.  She could not have done a better job! 
 
Take care! 
 
                                                                                                                                                            Kera Holm   

http://us.f539.mail.yahoo.com/ym/ShowLetter?box=Inbox&MsgId=3911_11380233_7545_1608_4438878_0_25721_5752838_3064886783&bodyPart=2&tnef=&YY=29437&order=down&sort=date&pos=0&view=a&head=b&VScan=1&Idx=23
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And from our Agility Trial Chairperson... 
 

Our 2006 Agility Trial is now behind us, and I believe all will agree it was a success.  Our entries increased more than 
50% over last year! 
 
I have so many people to thank that I don't know where to begin.  A small core of people began working on the 2006 
trial shortly after our 2005 trial ended.  Irene Hetrick, Clare Freeman, Pat Stolte, Rose Kessler, Paula Cunningham, and 
non-members Sharon Kennedy and Kathy Pavlich, have served as our Agility Trial Committee for the last 2 years.  
Throughout, Irene has been my rock.   Without her I don't think I'd be able to chair the event.  She does so much, 
quietly, behind the scene.  We wouldn't have been able to have a trial if it weren't for the generous loan of contact 
equipment by Sharon Kennedy, and she's not even a member!  Between Sharon and Clare Freeman, they come up 
with the majority of our equipment rounded out by the rest of the committee. 
 
Alice Symons inventories and orders ribbons.  Because of our increased entry, we just squeaked by with enough 
ribbons, and Alice is already preparing an order for next year.  Debbie Hopkins did a great job on publicity.  It seemed 
like we were everywhere in the media that weekend.  Debbie Enns made sure our judges had nice accommodations 
and that their needs were met.  Rose and Dean Kessler again did a great job of making sure the grass was cut.  Rose 
retrieved the judges from the airport, got them to and from the trial each day, and got them back to the airport. 
 
Several members who don't do agility came out and worked all or most of the trial.  Michele Dostal and her sister, 
Marcy Hancock, Diane Silva, Jill Otto, Elyse Kelly, Alice Symons, and Alice Oliphant were tireless.  Nonmembers Joann 
and Eric Olson helped put up on Friday and take down on Monday.   Out-of-towners Asa and Lynn Mosher of Covelo 
also helped with the tedious task of striking the equipment.  Chris Irvin did an excellent job of Chief Ring Steward, plus 
she helped all the days she was there, and she was there til the bitter end.  Nick Mendes moved the trailer there and 
returned it again.  Former club member Terry Tonjes was a fantastic help.  Deb St. Myers helped from start to 
finish...plus she and Alice Oliphant took pictures, printed them, and handed them out for free to participants. And 
Sharon Kennedy made over 300 packages of homemade dog treats to hand out to ALL the exhibitors! 
  
Our judges, Kera Holm and Tammy Domico, gave us challenging courses and offered the FAST class as a demo event.  
And they were both generous enough to let me judge part of each day's runs.  And again, what a great committee.  
Clare, Irene, and Pat building courses and schlepping equipment.  Paula and Kathy riding herd on volunteers.  And our 
Board and Officers have been supportive of the Committee every step of the way.  In saying "Thank You," there's 
always the risk of leaving someone out.  I hope I haven't done so, but if I have, I want to say one final "Thank You" to all 
those who helped or supported in many other ways. 
  
If you haven't heard, we did face some challenges this year.  After cows were let out on the Carnival Lawn during the 
wettest part of the winter, the field was pockmarked with what looked like post holes.  When we felt like our concerns 
were not being heard, we went to the Fair Board.  What a great group of individuals who give their time to matters 
related to the County Fair and its assets.  By the first day of the trial, the grounds were not great but were far superior to 
what we were dealing with just a few weeks prior.  We will start working with the Fair Board once they put their big 
annual event behind them to make sure our grounds are in good shape for the trial next year.  And what is it with our 
luck with food vendors...Last year we had one last-minute cancellation.  This year it happened twice!  Mazzotti's came 
through for us.  While the fare they provided was plain, I was glad that food was available for purchase at all.  We also 
had an episode of dog-on-dog aggression.  Never an easy issue to deal with, our Trial Secretary, Lorie Abbott, did an 
excellent job on advising on the process.  I was glad that I had my Judges Guidelines with me for reference.  Both 
owners involved in the incident couldn't have been more gracious. 
  
If you're interested in the bottom line, come to the membership meeting on 8/16 in Ferndale.  We'll be talking figures 
and making recommendations about next year. 

          -                     Beverly Morgan Lewis 
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BRAGS and WAGS 

 
HAVE YOU HEARD..... 
 

        Beverly Morgan Lewis' Corgi, Fern, took High in Trial in Agility (out of 17 entries) at the Golden Gate Pembroke 
                Welsh Corgi Fanciers event held June 25. 
 

        Irene Hetrick's Toy Manchester Terrier, Scout (Spiceisle Crusader Song of Trinity), completed his Rally Novice 
               title at our own LCKC show. 
 
       Chris Irvin's Belgian Tervuren, Wizard (Monami Mythical Journey), not only completed his Rally Novice title but  
               was also awarded a Group 1at our own LCKC show.  
 
        Barbara Stelz's Puli, Emmie (CH Tordor's The Divine Miss M, TT), completed her CD and earned her first two  
               legs towards a Rally Novice title at our own LCKC show.   
 
 
 
DOGS...YOU JUST HAVE TO LOVE THEM... 
 
LONDON - A guard dog has ripped apart a collection of rare teddy bears, including one once owned by Elvis Presley, during a 
rampage at a children's museum. 
 
"He just went berserk," said Daniel Medley, general manager of the Wookey Hole Caves near Wells, England, where 
hundreds of bears were chewed up Tuesday night by the 6-year-old Doberman pinscher named Barney.  Barney ripped the 
head off a brown stuffed bear once owned by the young Presley during the attack, leaving fluffy stuffing and bits of bears' 
limbs and heads on the museum floor. The bear, named Mabel, was made in 1909 by the German manufacturer Steiff. 
 
The collection, valued at more than $900,000, included a red bear made by Farnell in 1910 and a Bobby Bruin made by 
Merrythought in 1936.  The bear with Elvis connections was owned by English aristocrat Benjamin Slade, who bought it at an 
Elvis memorabilia auction in Memphis, Tenn., and had loaned it to the museum.  "I've spoken to the bear's owner and he is 
not very pleased at all," Medley said.  
 
A security guard at the museum, Greg West, said he spent several minutes chasing Barney before wrestling the dog to the 
ground.  
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Need to Protect the Right to Own and Breed Never Greater 

Message from Walter Bebout, AKC Canine Legislation Director  

The introduction of crop and dock ban bills, breed-specific legislation, and mandatory spay/neuter ordinances is rampant across the United 
States. From Los Angeles County, CA, and Albuquerque, NM, to San Antonio, TX, and Louisville, KY, local governments are embracing 
mandatory spay and neuter ordinances as a panacea to deal with perceived pet overpopulation issues. So far in 2006 we have seen the 
consideration of an ear-cropping-ban bill in Vermont and the introduction of a crop-and-dock-ban bill in New York state. Breed-specific 
legislation, banning the ownership and/or breeding of certain breeds, plagues dog owners in scores of communities. The need for a resolute 
dog fancy committed to protecting the right to own and breed dogs has never been greater. 

Our own complacency constitutes a serious threat to responsible dog ownership. It is all too easy for a dog owner involved in breeds not 
cropped or docked to have the view that crop-and-dock-ban bills do not affect them or their breeding programs. The same attitude can 
dismiss the relevance of breed-specific legislation if your beloved breed or breeds are not included in a proposed breed-specific ban in your 
community. Mandatory spay and neuter ordinances may provide exemptions, usually for “competition/performance/show” dogs, so again the 
outlook can be that “my dog is in a ‘special class,’ and my right to breed is exempted and protected under mandatory spay/neuter 
ordinances.” 

But exemption from mandatory spay and neuter requirements comes at a high price. Albuquerque, NM, requires an annual $150 intact 
animal permit and a $150 litter permit, while Los Angeles County, CA, features a $60 intact animal license and a $175 litter permit if you 
choose to breed a bitch. But the greatest cost to dog fanciers is not monetary. Instead mandatory spay/neuter and crop/dock bans and 
breed-specific legislation singly and collectively threaten the rights of dog ownership. 

The menace of repressive dog legislation is not a complex issue. Instead it reduces to a simple question: Who should make the decisions 
regarding dog ownership and breeding -- the responsible dog owner or the government? If your answer is that owners and breeders should 
make those decisions, then every piece of negative canine legislation introduced becomes an issue requiring active opposition by everyone 
in the purebred dog community. The common bond between all dog fanciers is our love of the purebred dog. Dog fanciers have shared 
interests, and we also have a shared responsibility to protect the right to own and breed dogs.  

Editor's Note:  As this newsletter goes to press, Sacramento County is currently considering a proposed mandatory spay/neuter ordinance 

 
 

 
In Memoriam  

to the more than 50,000 innocent dogs recently murdered in China as an ignorant, uncivilized 
 overreaction to a minor rabies outbreak. 

 
The AKC has issued the following statement regarding this massacre: 

 
  Friday, August 4, 2006 
 
  The American Kennel Club® is highly disturbed by the reports from Shanghai, China of more than 50,000 dogs being 
  massacred in reaction to a minor rabies outbreak. 
 
  All civilized nations in the world recognize the dog as a loyal and loving companion that deserves to be treated with dignity 
  and compassion. The AKC® fervently urges Chinese officials to do everything in their power to ensure that this barbaric 
  behavior is never repeated and to find an alternative solution to keeping its population safe from rabies in the future. 

~ ~ ~ 
 

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated." ...Gandhi 
 

 
 
 

AKC RESPONSIBLE DOG OWNERSHIP DAY IS SATURDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 16TH!  
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The following paid advertisement appeared in the TIMES-STANDARD as a thank-you to all of the businesses and people who 
so generously contributed to our raffles.  The raffles held at both our confirmation/obedience/rally events and agility trials are 
the major fundraising vehicles for the club and a significant factor in enabling us to continue.   
 
When patronizing any of the businesses listed below, please take a moment to mention that you are a Lost Coast Kennel Club 
member and that their support is very much appreciated. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Lost Coast Kennel Club would like to thank 
the following sponsors of our 
AKC Dog Show and Agility trial. 
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We would also like to thank all the motels that allowed dogs. Without them we 
would not be able to hold these free, fun and educational events. 
 L FEED - ACE HARDWARE, Fortuna - ANIMAL HEALTH & SURGERY CENTER - ANIMAL MEDICAL CENTER - ARCATA CO-OP - 

CATA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - ARCATA AQUARIUM & PET - ASYM CORKBOARDS - BALANCED AQUARIUM - BARK AVENUE - 

YSIDE GROOMING - BEVERAGE PLUS - BEVERLY MORGAN-LEWIS – BUBBLES - CAMPTON ELECTRIC – CARAVAN of DREAMS 

UTTEN ANIMAL HEALTH - DOGGONE JEWELS - EUGENIA DESIGNS - EUREKA VETERINARY HOSPITAL - FARM STORE – 

RNDALE CHAMBER of COMMERCE - FERNDALE CLOTHING CO - FIN N FEATHER -  FORTUNA FARM & FEED -  FORTUNA PET 

OPPE - FORTUNA VETERINARY - GARDEN GATE - GOURMET DOG BISCUIT CO. - GROOMING by LINN - HOLIDAY INN 

PRESS, Fortuna - HOMETOWN AQUARIUM - HUMDOG - IVANHOE BAR & RESTAURANT -  KRAGEN AUTO, Fortuna – KRAGEN, 

Kinleyville - LES SCHWAB, McKinleyville - MAD RIVER GARDENS - MAIN STREET FEED - McKINLEYVILLE ANIMAL CARE CENTER 

ENDES MINI STORAGE - MUDDY PAWS - MYRTLE AVE PET CENTER -  MYRTLE AVE VETERINARY – NATURAL SELECTION - 

OFF & SHALISA NEELY -  NILSEN’S CO. - NORTHCOAST ANIMAL HOSPITAL – NUTRO - OLD TOWN COFFEE & CHOCOLATES -  

MPERED PETS -  PAPA MURPHY’S, Fortuna – PIERSONS - PLAZA DESIGN – QUIZNOS, McKinleyville - REDWOOD ANIMAL 

SPITAL - REEL VIDEO, Fortuna – RINGS PHARMACY - RMK REALTY – SAFEWAY, Arcata – SAFEWAY, Fortuna – SAFEWAY, 

Kinleyville – SILVA’S FINE JEWELRY and VICTORIAN INN - SPORT & CYCLE - SUNNYBRAE ANIMAL CLINIC - SUNSPOT SPINONI 

RI-C LIMOUSIN RANCH -  WILDBERRIES MARKETPLACE. 

t Coast Kennel Club is a non-profit 501(c)3. We gladly accept donations for our raffles at any time throughout the year. Please call (707)574-6505. 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

STUFF... 
 

FREE PET FOOD    Get a coupon for a free 5 lb. bag of the Nutro dog food of your choice by completing a 
small questionnaire at http://www.nutroproducts.com/yourfamily/.  If you cannot use the food for your own pet,  
consider donating it to one of the local shelters or rescue groups.  But hurry!  Offer ends August 31st. 

                           

 

    
   A NEW FASHION TREND???   
    For only $9.99, you too can have your very own First Place Ribbon Socks which, according to the AKC website 
    where they are for sale, are made of  "Fine gauge knit, form fitting for a sophisticated look and feel."    
    Just picture yourself gaiting your dog in the ring while wearing these "sophisticated" socks and distracting the  
    judge's eye from any faults your dog may have.  A guaranteed 1st Place blue ribbon to match your socks! 
    For those of you interested in fun rather than sophistication, there are also agility and breed socks available.    
 

http://www.nutroproducts.com/yourfamily/
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MINUTES of MEETING of LCKC HELD JULY 18, 2006 

 
Board Meeting

 
Attendees:  Alice Symons, Beverly Morgan Lewis, Rose Kessler, Nick Mendes, Jill Otto, Paula Cunningham, Chris Irvin, 
Patty Mendes, Debbie Hopkins, Cathy Wright, Michelle Dostal, Elyse Kelly, Irene Hetrick, Barbara Stelz. 
 
Minutes of Last Meeting:  Accepted as written. 
 
Report of Treasurer:   Show breakdown given as well as general financial situation. 
 
Unfinished Business: 
Status Fair Board/Grounds - Proposal will be written for next year’s show/trial on the club’s needs for the fairgrounds. This 
will dictate the condition the grounds need to be in so we don’t have to go through the same thing next year. 
 
New Business:   
2007 Conformation/Obedience Show - 3-4 days?, w/Brookings, different supe?  AKC has told Brookings that they can do an 
out-of-territory show with us.  Patty wants to apply for a three-day for us, and if Brookings is able to hold shows, we will give 
up one of our days and have a four-day show!  Patty would like someone to contact MBF to get a competing bid; Alice will do.  
General discussion about which would be better:  Should we talk about changing our show date? Should we drop obedience 
and /or rally (lost $2000 on them at this year's show).  Nothing really finalized at all.  
 
Adjournment 
 

Regular Meeting 
 
Attendees: Alice Symons, Beverly Morgan Lewis, Rose Kessler, Nick Mendes, Jill Otto, Paula Cunningham, Chris Irvin, Patty 
Mendes, Debbie Hopkins, Cathy Wright, Michelle Dostal, Elyse Kelly, Irene Hetrick, Barbara Stelz, Diane Silva, Jeff 
Schineller, new member Sherry Pavlich. 
 
Minutes of last meeting:  Motion to accept. 
 
Report of President: 
• Our webpage is getting looked at, and people are contacting Michelle through it. 
• Alice thinks our membership application should be removed from the site and put a phone number for  
   contact instead.  We are getting applications without member sponsors or people coming to meetings.  
    ~  Motion to remove membership application from webpage and put on "please contact for membership application phone 
        number/email."  Motion fails. 
    ~  Motion to clarify on the application that you need to have the signature of an LCKC member on the application and 
        please contact if you need assistance.  MSAC
 
Report of Secretary:  
Nutro thank-you letter for MD to sign (The Nutro products company donated $250 to our raffle).  A duplicate letter was also 
sent to Andrea, the Nutro rep. 
 
Report of Treasurer: 
• Need to re-file our state nonprofit papers.  Patty needs Michelle and Alice’s complete addresses for this 
• Profit/Loss report given 
• Times Standard sent us a credit application.  Motion to complete the application  and send in.  MSAC 
 
New Member Applications: 
• Pamela McKnight - No sponsor- Irene Hetrick to contact. 
• Bonnie Price - (Alice Symons sponsor)  Motion to accept as new member. MSAC 
• Sherry Pavlich (Beverly Morgan Lewis sponsor) Motion to accept as new member. MSAC 
 
Report of Committees: 
Ring practice -  Cathy Wright wants to do a weekday night practice soon. 
2006 Conformation/Breed show -  Thank-you letters read; general discussion about what was good/what was bad. 
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LCKC Minutes of Meeting of July 18, 2006  continued... 
 
2006 Agility Trial -   
• We’re quite ready...entries up 50% over last year.  Beverly Morgan Lewis praises her committee.   
• Footing issues finally resolved as best as we can hope for;  we still need to do a small amount of work on it though.   
• Beverly has a contact for Channel 3 News; Debbie Hopkins was unable to get in touch with them for the show, so 
   Beverly will contact herself.   
• Set-up begins at 9 am on Friday.  Trial starts 8 am on Sat., Sun., and Mon.  Volunteers always needed and welcomed.   
   Mon. afternoon breakdown volunteers especially needed.   
• Beverly would like to make Motion to buy a Clean Run subscription for Sharon Kennedy for donating so much equipment. 

MSAC 
• A demonstration event will be run (FAST) on Sat. and Sun.  This will soon be a regular class. 
• Mazotti’s will be doing food vending at the trial. 

 
Unfinished Business: 
• Webpage updates - Submit ideas if you have any. 
• T-Shirts - We sold about 17 at the show.  Tie dye shirt idea shelved at the moment. 
• Club member T-shirt order will be later. 
 
New Business: 
• Sunnybrae Animal Clinic Educational Presentation - Dr. Hight will come to the club and talk about vaccines, parasites, 

upcoming issues in vet medicine.  We will arrange for the beginning of the year.  
• Canine CPR - We would like to have someone  teach club members about CPR on dogs.  BML will contact Arcata Fire 

Dept. to see if they will do it.   
• AKC Responsible Dog Ownership Day - Sept is Responsible Dog Ownership Month.  AKC sends out stuff to clubs who 

would like it.  Elyse Kelly will find out when Farm Store is going to do the pet fair as this is usually in Sept. 
• Show Chair for 2007 - Alice Symons nominated. 
• Oregon Coast Kennel Club, Brookings, August 26 - OCKC wanted to know if someone wants to judge at their match.  

Pass name to Barbara Stelz if you are interested. 
 
Adjournment 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Alice Symons 
Secretary 
 
 

FOR TRADE...   One Pet Limo brand crate with removable wheels in very gently used condition. 
Size:  17" wide x 27" long x 23" high 

I need an airline approved slightly larger crate (in good condition). 
Please email or contact Alice S. if you have one to trade (asym@sbcglobal.net) 

 
 

                 
 

 

http://us.f539.mail.yahoo.com/ym/Compose?To=asym@sbcglobal.net&YY=87939&order=down&sort=date&pos=0&view=a&head=b


 

 
ALL BREED FUN MATCH 

SATURDAY AUGUST 26, 2006  
JUDGING  STARTING AT 11:15 A.M. 

 
PORT OF BROOKINGS-HARBOR KITE FIELD 

 
CLASSES:         PUPPY ADULT
  3 to 6 mo. 12 to 18 mo. 
  6 to 9 mo. Open 
  9 to 12 mo.  
 
FEES:   PRE-ENTRIES - $8.00 
  PRE-ENTRIES CLOSE AUG. 18, 2006 
  DAY OF MATCH ENTRIES - $10.00  (DAY OF MATCH ENTRIES CLOSE: 10:30 A.M.) 
               Armbands will be available at the registration table. 
 
AWARDS: BEST IN SHOW - Ribbon, Crystal Bowl & $25 
  BEST 3-6 MONTH PUPPY - Stuffed Animal 
  Ribbons awarded for 1st through 4th in each Group 
 
GROUPS REPRESENTED:  ALL SEVEN AKC GROUPS + RARE BREEDS 
 

A ½ hour handling class will be available starting at 10:00 – 10:30 with a $1.00 entry fee. 
 

DON’T FORGET TO BUY YOUR RAFFLE TICKETS – LOTS OF ITEMS! 
A PORTION OF ALL PROCEEDS WILL BE DONATED TO SOUTH COAST HUMANE SOCIETY 

 
GENERAL INFORMATION: 

• Judging will be outdoors only 
• Wins carry  no AKC points 
• No champions may enter 
• Major pointed dogs and all rare breeds (bring a copy of the standard) may be shown 
• Puppies & adults will not compete against each other. 
• No dogs with racks or bandages are allowed to enter. - Poodles must be in regulation clip. 
• Professional handlers may handle only their own dogs. 
• All AKC rules for sanctioned matches will be followed. 
• Oregon Coast Kennel Club reserves the right to substitute judges. 
• There will be food & drink available to purchase at this match. 

 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:   MATCH CHAIRMAN –  AMY BOWLIN 541-469-7181 
          MATCH SECRETARY – DONNA LANG 541-469-7295 
 
DIRECTIONS:    
From the north, entering Brookings on highway 101, drive through Brookings and cross the Chetco River Bridge.Turn right 
immediately after crossing the bridge. Follow the lower Harbor road all the way to the end, turning toward the Coast Guard 
station on Boat Basin Road. There is a large grassy area with plenty of parking available. 
From the south, entering Harbor after crossing the state line, turn left on West Benham lane. Follow this all the way to Boat 
Basin Road. 

RV parking is available in the Beachfront RV Park. 
16035 Boat Basin Rd. Brookings, Oregon  

 Tel:  541-469-5867
With over 150 sites for any size recreation vehicle, Beachfront RV Park offers full services. 

The park is also within easy walking distance of the Oregon Coast Kennel Club Fun Match event. 
 



 
 
 
 

 
OREGON COAST KENNEL CLUB 

 
 CONFORMATION “B” MATCH ENTRY FORM 

 
Make checks payable to Oregon Coast Kennel Club 

Mail to Cheryl McKinney, Treasurer 
99587 SRS Road, Brookings, Oregon 97415 

 
 

BREED/VARIETY:______________                 CLASS:_____________ 
 

                                  REGISTERED NAME________________________________________ 
 
                                  AKC REGISTRATION  #:_____________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
            Owner's Name:__________________________________________________ 
 
            Address:          __________________________________________________ 
 
                                    __________________________________________________ 
 
             Phone #:         ________________________________ 
  
             E - Mail:         ________________________________ 
 
 
I agree to hold Oregon Coast Kennel Club, its members, judges, contractors, helpers, and Port of Brookings Harbor 
blameless from loss or injury to any person or things caused by any action at this function. I assume full 
responsibility and liability for the dogs(s) I enter and certify that they are current on all vaccination shots. 
 
Signature: 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Date:__________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 


	Regular Meeting

